Paper Frenzy

Instructor: Sharon Richardson

Supplies needed:
- Apron
- 1 box of 10-15 tall (or large, i.e., 13 gallon) white trash bags (no pleats or flap ties)
- 6-8 colors of inexpensive acrylic paints, including black and white
- 2 inexpensive 1 ½” or 2” “chip” brushes
- One full (22”x30”) sheet of 140lb watercolor paper or 11”x15” or larger pad of 140lb watercolor paper
- Optional: Inks, metallic paints; found papers such as sheet music, book pages or other art papers;
- Stamps, stencils

Provided by Instructor:
- Spectra Bleeding Art Tissue
- Miscellaneous art and found papers
- Mylar sheets for making stencils